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Agenda

We will try to answer the questions below during the first 60 minutes of the class …

1

Who are Grant and Bruno?

10 mn

2

What’s the history behind Arthur D. Little? What is its main focus?

20 mn

3

But in practical terms … what does a typical consulting project look like? How do you structure
your work? Which Methodologies are used?

30 mn

… and then move to …
4

Q&A

30 mn
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Consulting experience of Grant and Bruno
Grant Greatrex

Career stage - Senior Partner and Leader of the TIME
(Telecommunications, Information, Media, Electronics)
Experience: 21 yrs of consulting experience
Industries: Telecom, media, energy, transportation
International experience – Spain, UK, Brazil, Italy,
Serbia, USA, […]
Type of projects: - Venture Capital - Corporate,
organizational and functional strategy - Corporate
performance systems - IT strategy
Recent projects:

Bruno Dias

Career stage - Manager and HR responsible
Experience -10 yrs of consulting experience
Industries - Telecom, media, energy and transportation
International experience - Brazil, Italy, Spain, UK,
Belgium, Cabo Verde and Egypt
Type of projects - commercial Due Diligence,
management modeling definition and company
strategical positioning.
Recent projects:

– due diligence on bioethanol power plant

– due diligence on the Portuguese historical fixed
operator for a leading private equity;

– due diligence on a solar- thermal energy power plant

– growth strategy definition for fixed telecom operator
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Introduction to Arthur D. Little

Founded in 1886, Arthur D. Little is the world’s oldest premier management consulting firm
with 31 offices around the world

Offices
Europe
Brussels
Cambridge
Düsseldorf
Gothenburg
Lisbon
London

Madrid
Milan
Munich
Paris
Prague
Rome

Rotterdam
Stockholm
Vienna
Wiesbaden
Zagreb
Zürich

Americas
Asia Pacific
Boston
Dubai
Caracas
Beijing
Houston
Hong Kong
Rio de Janeiro
Kuala Lumpur
São Paulo
Seoul
Shanghai
Singapore
Tokyo
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Introduction to Arthur D. Little

Since 1886, Arthur D. Little evolved as one of the leading management, technology and risk
consultants with strong implementation skills
Arthur D. Little
and Roger
Griffins form the
first consulting
firm devoted to
improving
processes and
products

Organised
first R&D
lab for GM

Projects with
Johnson &
Johnson and
General Electric
led to development of modern
logistics
management

Developed
SABRE for
American
Airlines with IBM

Produced European Commission'
s first White
Paper on telecommunications deregulations

Helped privatise
British Rail, one of
the most complex
privatisations

Partnership
with Altran

2002

1995

1980
Technology
Implementation

1960
1951

Environment & Risk Consulting

1911
Acquisition of

1886
Acquisition of

2 employees
1886

2,000 employees
1960

Management Consulting

Technology Development & Consulting
3,000 employees

16,000 employees
2007
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Introduction to Arthur D. Little

We “Link strategy, innovation and technology“. This is our DNA and the essence that sets up
our distinction
Our mission
We are the top management consulting firm linking strategy, innovation and technology to master
our clients business complexity for delivering sustainable results

Our competitors

Arthur D. Little

Little value proposition in innovation

Proven value proposition

Customer-led

Technology- and customer-led

Focus on “best practices”

Focus on “next practices”

Cope with complexity

Thrive on complexity, exploiting its opportunities and
managing its risks

Early adopters
New in innovation
No clear leader in innovation and technology

Timely adopters
Long history in innovation
Clients connect our name with innovation and technology
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Introduction to Arthur D. Little

We “Master our clients business complexity”

And in doing so tackle our clients key challenges:
Rethinking value creation

Building new firms

Exploiting changing technologies

Pioneering new ideas

Accessing developing new markets

Rebuilding the whole value chain

Creating winning portfolios

Spearheading alternative ways

Enhancing value chains

Matching sustainability and profit

Achieving organizational excellence

Balancing growth and risk

Mobilizing competencies

Business risk management

Leveraging networks
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Introduction to Arthur D. Little –Functional Expertise

We offer leading functional expertise to help our clients address key challenges

Strategy and
Organisation

Your Challenges:
Rethink value creation

Information
Management

Exploit changing technologies
Access developing
markets
Operations
Management

Create winning product
portfolios

Corporate Finance

Reinvent value chains

Technology and
Innovation
Management

Achieve organisational
excellence
Mobilise competencies
Leverage networks

Sustainability
and Risk
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Introduction to Arthur D. Little – Some clients

Arthur D. Little has an extensive consulting experience in all industrial sectors where is
present
Some of our clients
Industry

FSG

TIME

Financial
Institutions

Telecommunicati
ons, IT, Media,
Electronics

HC
Health Care

CHM

CONS

EMR

T&T

UTL / ENR

Chemicals

Consumer
Goods

Engineering
& Manufacturing

Travel &
Transportation

Energy/Utilities
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Introduction to Arthur D. Little – Sample International Experience

Arthur D. Little has worldwide experience helping clients to develop and evaluate the best
strategies in highly competitive markets
Client and service
Due Diligence
Leading provider of mobile
telecommunications services

Innovation Management
Large health insurance group in
Switzerland

Corporate Strategy
Western European Toll
Collection Network Operator

Information Technology
(IT)
Post Merger of 2 European
Aviation Companies

Project and key
challenges

Arthur D. Little approach

Results and benefits

A leading private equity firm asked
Arthur D. Little to conduct
commercial and technical due
diligence on a telecommunications
group with operations in 16
countries.

The focus of our activities was on:
- Projecting the potential future
direction of mobile penetration,
market shares and overall average
ARPU;
- Reviewing the potential need for
additional Capex to support forecast
growth

Our report provided the consortium
with a solid basis for valuation.

Arthur D. Little was asked to assess
and reengineer the client’s
innovation management processes

The focus of our activities was on
the:
- definition of an innovation strategy;
- definition of future innovation
management processes
- definition of a road map to innovation
excellence

All structures and tools for innovation
management are in place and
running.

The client’s strategy was completely
focused on a national business
without major growth opportunities
and so urgently needed a long-term
strategy defined

ADL used the Ambition Driven
Strategy (ADS) approach to take all
relevant factors into account and
derive an ambition and long term
strategy

The proposed strategy was accepter
by the shareholders and
management got the assignment to
detail the main points

Arthur D. Little was asked to
reassess the IT synergy plan made
upon the merger of 2 airline
companies and to infer if the target of
70% commonality is reachable in a 4
years period.

A review phase (A): Quick review of
the program, the target setting was
conducted and the IT projects
A solution development phase (B):
recommendations were developed
for adjustment of the existing plans in
order to facilitate convergence and
innovation

Arthur D. Little found that the
approach and methodology used
after the merger had been effective,
but that going forward a different
approach is necessary
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Introduction to Arthur D. Little – Sample National Experience

Arthur D. Little has worldwide experience helping clients to develop and evaluate the best
strategies in highly competitive markets
Client and service
Due Diligence
European leading private equity

Innovation Management
Define the strategy for a
renewable energy fund

Corporate Strategy
Assessing the viability of a
Bioethanol plant in Portugal

Information Technology
(IT)
Strategic Planning for
Information Systems

Project and key
challenges

Arthur D. Little approach

Results and benefits

The client requested ADL to perform
a pre due-diligence assignment for
the acquisition of a Portuguese fixed
telecommunications operator

ADL delivered comprehensive work
in the following areas:
Telecommunications market, Fixed
voice, Broadband, Services, CAPEX,
OPEX and MNO/MVNO

The client used ADL'
s assessment to
produce an offer

The client requested ADL to perform
a strategy for a renewable energy
fund and diversify its current portfolio

Our work involved detailed market
and sector study to define where the
fund should invest

Our strategy was an input for the
renewable energy fund launching

The client asked ADL to conduct a
feasibility study and a preliminary
business plan development to rapidly
assess the opportunities and
challenges for a bioethanol plant in
Portugal

ADL prepared a scenario analysis
using a dynamic financial model and
then analyzed the impact on the
shareholder value of different key
variables

We recommended the client to build
a bioethanol plant. This plant would
yield high returns on investment
under the most probable scenario.

The client was facing market
liberalization sooner than anticipated
and needed to quickly adapt their
information systems and
organization to the new market
conditions

The case focused on both the IS
architecture and the IS organization
changes required to achieve the
defined goal

Target Functional Architecture,
Organization footprint and
Transformation Roadmap
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Case Study 1 – Strategic Positioning Methodology

The client – a fixed telecom operator – asked ADL to help them define a strategy to increase
the share of the ‘corporate’ segment on its overall revenues
Client profile
Fixed telecom operator
Service Offering
– Telecom services
– IT services
– Telematic

Situation
The shareholder client was the
main market segment
The ‘corporate’ segment was
loosing share in the client’s
revenues

Revenue split by segment
100%

8%

5%

20%

23%

69%

72%

72%

2004

2005

2006P

90%

15%

80%

16%

70%
60%
50%

Customer Segments

40%

– Shareholder

30%

– Corporate
– Telecom operators

The client wanted to increase
the ‘corporate’ segment share
in the overall revenues

20%
10%
0%
Shareholder client

Operators

Corporate

“How can I increase the ‘corporate’ segment revenue share of my revenues?”
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Case Study 1 – Strategic Positioning Methodology

ADL adopted its proprietary strategic positioning analysis methodology in the first phase of
the project
Methodology for Phase 1 – Strategic Positioning Analysis

Product segmentation

Low

High
Attractiveness

C

Moderate
Attractiveness

Average

Competitive Intensity

Product segment attractiveness

B
A

High

D

Low
Attractiveness
Aging

Mature

Growing

Embryonic

Industry Maturity

Prod. 1

Assess
attractiveness
(maturity and
competitive
intensity) of
product
segments in
which the client
operates

Prod. 2

Natural
development

Dominant

Strong

Selective
development

Favourable

Defendable

Weak

Prod. 3
Define strategically independent
product segments

Market position

Competitive position

3

Divest /
strategic hold
Low

Competitive position
Dominant
• Able to choose
strategic direction
without
endangering its
long-term position
• Capable of
maintaining longterm position
irrespective of
any action taken
by competitors
• Has market share
equal to at least
twice that of the
nearest
competitor

Strong

Favorable

• Has numerous
strengths
available to
conduct its
strategy

• Has exploitable
strengths to
implement certain
strategies

• Can consider
several options,
however, must
consider close
competitors

• Has a good
chance of
maintaining its
position in the
long term

• Has every chance
of maintaining
long-term position

Defendable
• Performance
justifies
continuation of its
activities
• Exists primarily
due to tolerance
(voluntary or
involuntary) of
strong
competitors
• Has average (or
below average)
chance of
maintaining its
position in the
long term

Weak
• Barely maintains
satisfactory
performance, but
has potential to
improve its position
Or may:
• Have the
characteristics
necessary to attain
a more favorable
position, but has a
major weakness

Moderate

High

Industry attractiveness

Assess
competitive
position of the
client relative
to its
competitors

Phase 2 Identification
of growth
opportunities

Combine industry attractiveness
and competitive position to evaluate the market position of client

• Survive short term,
but must improve its
position to survive
long term
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Case Study 1 – Strategic Positioning Methodology

To infer product segment market attractiveness we performed a combined analysis of market
potential and competitive intensity

Market Attractiveness

1

Analysis Dimensions
I

Low

Competitive Intensity

3

I

Moderate

High

Very High

Competitive intensity is directly associated
with the analysis of Porter’s 5 forces:

High
Attractiveness

Low

Competitive Intensity

Internal Rivalry
Client’s negotiation Power
Supplier’s negotiation power

Medium
Attractiveness

Moderate

High

Threat of new competitors
Product substitution

II
Low
Attractiveness

Market Potential
Market potential is associated with market
growth rates

II Market Potential
Low

CAGR

< 3%

Moderate

3%-5%

High

5%-20% or
above but at a
decreasing rate

Very High

> 20%

and increasing
rate
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Case Study 1 – Strategic Positioning Methodology

The next lever to be investigated is our client's competitive positioning in each of these
markets
Competitive Position

Market position

The Competitive Position elapses from the
evaluation of Critical Success Factors

Competitive position
Dominant

Benchmark in this specific service

Strong

Good possibilities of success

Favourable

Moderate capacities of success if combined with
strong assets

Defendable
Weak

Enough capacities if the competition is weak
Without relevant capacities

Moderate

Dominant

Competitive Position

The Critical Success Factors are capacities
(assets, competences…) which determine
the competitive level of a competitor in
certain market. The Critical Success Factors
change from market to market

Low

1

3

High
Natural
development

Strong

Selective
development

Favourable

Defendable

Divest /
strategic hold

Weak

2

Industry attractiveness
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Case Study 2 – Innovation Assessment Methodology

A heavy vehicle company turned to Arthur D. Little in order to increase their efficiency in
product development

The client
Stage of industry maturity

Challenges
Situation

Mature

Dramatic changes in industry value chain

Description

Doubled turnover from 1995 through 1999

Heavy vehicle manufacturer
Over 2 billion Euro turnover
Characteristics
A complex and fragmented product
development

Challenges
Very long lead times, project delays and budget
overruns in product development
Unbalanced workload and a general overload of
the organization

R&D activities consist of:
–

Advanced engineering

–

New product development

–

Product modifications (market adaptations,
quality corrections and cost improvements)

How should the client deliver needed
product development without increasing
R&D spending over the granted level?
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Case Study 2 – Innovation Assessment Methodology

Arthur D. Little performed an Innovation Assessment across all parts of Innovation
Management, as well as across a broad range of functions to assess innovation fitness
Learning

Customers

Idea Management

Business Vision &
Strategy

Business &
Technology
Intelligence

Product &
solution portfolio
management

Development &
Launch

PostLaunch

Customer &
Business Results

Technology
Management

Resource & Competence Management

Partners
Learning
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Case Study 2 – Innovation Assessment Methodology

This assessment followed a staged approach to achieve the highest benefits

Stage 1

Stage 2

Interviews and
analysis

World-class
standard
benchmarking
Management and
strategic review,
vision development

Implementation

Create action plan

Selection and
design of
innovation
pilots

Scoping
and prioritysetting
workshop

Reformulated
and re-charted
core team

Recommended
metrics and
performance
measures

Pilot innovation
projects

Improvement action plan

Prep
Initial core
team
formation
and
chartering

Learning histories
and case study
profiles

Prep

Senior
management
interviews

Assess current
situation

Prep

Establish Context,
Objectives, & Scope

Prep

3

Technology and
innovation
strategy and
vision

Technology and
innovation
improvement
initiatives
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Case Study 2 – Innovation Assessment Methodology

The project resulted in a prioritized list of improvement opportunities and a milestone oriented
action plan

100 000
90 000

Planned
recruitme
nt2)
Consulta
nts

80 000
70 000
60 000

+18%

+17%

+15%

+8%

Da
ana ta
lysi
s

50 000
40 000
30 000
20 000

Employees

10 000
0

Available
resources1)

Q1

PM ongoing3)

Start projects

Q2

Q3

PM not approved 3)

AE 4)

Q4
Quality 4)

c
gi
te t
ra tex
St on
c

My Company behaves as though it has access to 24% more resources
than are available

Phase 2
Product
portfolio
mgmt

CA+5)

Current Situation – World Class Standard Assessment

Phase 3

Project 1
Project 2

Project execution is not efficient and effective, partly due to the lack of longterm product and technology plans
Illustrative

World Class Standard Assessment

WCSTD
benchmark

Internal resource development and planning is
short-term oriented

Technology & Resource
Management
Product Portfolio
Management

A structured product portfolio strategy and
planning is lacking which is causing reactive
behavior

In project management there is a disconnect
between the process description and the
reality – both needs to be improved

Project Management
Idea Management

Technology Portfolio
Management

Systematic creation of intelligence is lacking,
accessibility to intelligence is difficult, and it is
not used to create competitive advantage

Metrics
1

2

Vision

3

Current Situation

4

Metrics are not used systematically and hence
do not provide a basis for improvements in the
area of innovation management
6
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Current Situation – Strengths and Weaknesses – Unclear Decision Structure

There is an unclear decision structure regarding the inflow and review of
projects resulting in resource conflicts and inconsistent prioritization
Comments
GSC

There are many decision bodies affecting
the workload and prioritization of
development resources

DLG
P-rådet

Idea / Pre- Project
study
start

w
vie
r
e
Int dings
fin

Launch

Resources
?
Dep.

Prioritization Kick-off

Go
Wait

Time

Go
Wait

• Synthesis of input

When there are resource conflicts, the
actual prioritization is not done by the
decision body but by the department
managers or by the individuals
conducting the work
There is an ambiguous definition of the
mandates of the different decision
bodies, the reality is different from the
paper

Nam e-yymmdd-xxxxx

Project 6

Prioritization Kick-off

Decisions are taken in isolation without
proper evaluation of consequences of
resources, production, timing, etc.

Missing

Project 5

Platform
mgmt

An explicit technology strategy is lacking and
technology is developed when a need occurs

Name-yymmdd-xxxxx

PSG

Project 3

There is no systematic approach to generate,
capture, screen, enhance, and implement
ideas

Business Intelligence

ve
Illustrati

Project 4

Resource
mgmt

Product maintenance is suffering from a lack
of plans of future product variants

Product & Technical
Maintenenace

8

di Pro
ss je
ec ct
tio
n

man-hours/quarter

3

• Prioritized Improvement Opportunities
• Milestone-oriented Action Plan
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